
OBSERVED AND PREDICTED
MEGA-IMPACT RATES

It is widely accepted that meteoritic impacts
constituted the single most important factor in
shaping the surfaces of the terrestrial planets
during the late heavy bombardment ca. 4.2–3.8
Ga, when the estimated flux for craters having
diameters (Dc) ≥18 km was 4–9·10–13km–2·yr–1

(Baldwin, 1985; Ryder, 1990). Post-bombard-
ment lunar and terrestrial crater counts yield con-
sistent impact rates within the range of 3.8–
6.3·10–15km–2·yr–1, consistent with the crater-
ing rate of 5.9 ± 3.5·10–15km–2·yr–1 estimated
for near-Earth asteroids and comets (Shoemaker
and Shoemaker, 1996).

Lunar and terrestrial crater counts indicate
crater size vs. cumulative size frequency relation-
ships approximating N ∝ Dc

–1.8 to N ∝ Dc
–2.0

(Dc = crater diameter; N = cumulative number of
craters with diameters >Dc). By projecting crater-
ing rates for craters of Dc ≥20 km to the entire
Earth surface, and assuming post–late heavy
bombardment lunar crater size vs. crater size fre-
quency relationships of N ∝ Dc

–1.8 (Shoemaker
and Shoemaker, 1996), estimates can be made of
the number of terrestrial craters formed since ca.
3.8 Ga (Fig. 1; Table 1). Because of a probable
uneven size distribution of asteroids and comets,
in particular in the larger size categories, cumula-
tive crater size vs. size frequency plots represent
mean rather than originally linear relationships.
The terrestrial record of impact by projectiles
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ABSTRACT
Lunar mare crater counts, the terrestrial impact flux, and astronomical observations of

asteroids and comets define a consistent impact rate of 4–6·10–15 km–2·yr –1 within the inner
solar system since the end of the late heavy bombardment ~3.8 Ga. Coupled with the observed
crater size vs. cumulative crater size frequency relationship of N ∝ Dc

–1.8(N = cumulative num-
ber of craters of diameter >Dc), these rates imply formation on Earth of more than 450 Dc
≥100-km-diameter craters, more than 50 Dc ≥300-km-diameter craters, and more than 20 Dc
≥500-km-diameter craters. Geochemical and isotopic constraints require that more than 80% of
the projectiles impacted on time-integrated oceanic crust since the late heavy bombardment.
The injection of shock energies calculated at >108 Mt TNT equivalent by a Dp >10-km-diameter
projectile may result in propagating fractures and rift networks, thermal perturbations, and
ensuing magmatic activity. Examinations of the geologic record for correlated impact and mag-
matic fingerprints of such events remain inconclusive in view of isotopic age uncertainties.
Potential but unproven connections may be represented by the (1) Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary
(ca. 65 Ma) impact(s), onset of the Carlsberg Ridge spreading, Deccan volcanism, and onset of
the mantle plume of the Emperor-Hawaii chain; (2) Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary (ca. 145 Ma)
impacts, onset of Gondwana breakup, including precursors of the East African rift structures;
(3) Permian-Triassic boundary (ca. 251 Ma) impact(s), Siberian Norilsk traps, and Early Trias-
sic rifting; and (4) the 3.26 Ga basal Fig Tree Group (east Transvaal) Ir-rich and Ni-rich quench
spinel-bearing impact spherules and contemporaneous igneous-tectonic activity. Tests of the
theory require further identification and isotopic dating of distal ejecta, impact spherule con-
densates, and meteoritic geochemical anomalies.

Figure 1. Crater size vs. cumulative frequency plots for post–late heavy bombard-
ment time in Earth-Moon system. MpLHB—post-lunar maria craters and post-
Martian plains craters (after Barlow, 1990). NEA—crater distribution extrapolated
from observed near earth asteroids ( Dc = 20 Dp [p is projectile]). PHAN—Phanero-
zoic impact rates after Grieve and Dence (1979), showing loss of smaller craters.
EpLHB—average Earth cratering rate based on Table 1 and extrapolated to entire
Earth surface on basis of number of ≥20-km-diameter craters and cumulative crater
vs. size-frequency relationships parallel to those of MpLHB. CONT—mean crater-
ing rate on time-integrated continental crust (~20% of Earth’s surface). OCEAN—
mean cratering rate on time-integrated ocean crust (~80% of Earth’s surface).
ELHB—late heavy bombardment of Earth, extrapolated from lunar data of Barlow
(1990).



with Dp >10 km is confirmed by structures such
as the Vredefort ring (~300 km; Deutsch, 1998),
possibly the Morokweng structure (~340 km;
Corner et al., 1997, but possibly only 70 km
diameter; Hart et al., 1997), and the Sudbury
basin (200–250 km; Deutsch, 1998). Several sug-
gested impact structures remain unconfirmed, in-
cluding large circular structures in Fennoscandia
(Nunjes,D ~400 km; Uppland,D ~300 km;
Marras,D ~250 km) (Pesonen, 1996), and sev-
eral Australian structures (Gorter, 1998). Esti-
mates of post–late heavy bombardment craters
with Dc ≥500 km are supported by astronomical
observation of corresponding near-Earth aster-
oids, e.g., Swift Tuttle (Dp = 24 km).

OCEANIC IMPACT RATES
Preservation of the terrestrial impact record is

hampered by uplift, erosion, burial, and meta-
morphism of continental crust and, most impor-
tant, subduction of pre–200 Ma oceanic crust.
Thus, the terrestrial impact record is strongly
skewed in favor of young and large impact struc-
tures (Fig. 1). The terrestrial impact record of 156
craters observed to date (R. A. F. Grieve, 1997,

personal commun.) includes 67 structures with
Dc ≥10 km and 39 with Dc ≥20 km. The terrestrial
cratering data suggest positive relationships
between crater size and degree of preservation.
Thus, the up-to-date observed terrestrial record of
39 craters with Dc ≥20 km forms ~0.39% of the
predicted number (~10 130), the eight observed
craters with Dc ≥100 km form 1.8% of the pre-
dicted flux, and the possible three observed
craters with Dc ≥250 km form ~5% of the pre-
dicted flux (Table 1).

Geochemical and isotopic estimates of growth
rates of sialic crust (McCulloch and Bennett,
1994) suggest that the time-integrated area occu-
pied by oceanic crust since the late heavy bom-
bardment constituted >80% of Earth’s surface.
Assuming three continental impact structures
with Dc ≥250, a minimum of 12 oceanic craters
of this size range is implied, compared to a pre-
dicted number of ~42 oceanic craters (Table 1).
However, with the exception of Mjolnir (Dc =
40 km; 143 ± 20 Ma; R. A. F. Grieve, 1997,
personal commun.) and Eltanin (Gersonde et al.,
1997), no oceanic impact structures have been
observed to date, due to current-induced burial

and possibly inundation of large craters by vol-
canic flows. Pre–200 Ma oceanic impact struc-
tures would have been eliminated by subduction.

More than 10% of present-day oceanic crust is
spatially associated with sea-floor spreading cen-
ters overlying shallow asthenosphere where geo-
thermal gradients may be more than 20 °C/km.
Higher heat-flow values and geothermal gradients
are estimated for Precambrian oceanic regimes
and have been modeled in terms of small-scale
convection cells and crustal plates as compared to
modern oceanic regimes (Green, 1981). The
extent of Precambrian oceanic crust that was thin
(<5 km depth to Moho) and overlay shallow
(~30–40 km) asthenosphere may have therefore
been >20% of the ocean basins. From impact rate
and size distribution estimates (Table 1), more
than 70 craters with Dc ≥100 and more than eight
craters with Dc ≥300 km would have formed in
near-ridge ocean crust in post–late heavy bom-
bardment time (Table 1).

CONSEQUENCES OF LARGE OCEANIC
IMPACTS

Model predictions of the consequences of
large oceanic impacts (Jansa, 1993) and com-
puter simulations (Roddy et al., 1987) suggest
that the water column had negligible effects, and
cratering effects were on a scale similar to conti-
nental impacts. The formation of a 100-km-
diameter crater can be modeled in terms of
impact by a chondritic (3.0 g/cm3) projectile (p)
with Dp ~5 km and a typical approach velocity
of 24.6 km/s–1 (Grieve, 1980). Penetration to a
depth of 6–8 km (~1.5Dp) and explosive energy
(E) release on the scale of E ≥1022 J (>106 Mt
TNT equivalent) result in a transient crater (tc)
with Dtc ~50–60 km, followed by elastic re-
bound and expansion into a ring structure with a
diameter of ~2Dtc (~20Dp). The crustal column
affected by the rebound (structural uplift,Us),
observed as Us = 0.086Dc

1.03 (Grieve and Pilk-
ington, 1996), will be ~10 km, resulting in ~3.3
kbar decompression of underlying mantle. Com-
puter modeling by Roddy et al. (1987) for im-
pact by a Dp = 10 km asteroid indicates excava-
tion of a transient oceanic crater with Dc = 105
km and a depth (d) of dtc ~27 km, followed by
rebound effects through a depth similar to or
greater than dtc. The extent of rebound-induced
adiabatic melting in the mantle is related to the
local geothermal gradient and to a lesser extent
shock heating (Grieve, 1980) (Fig. 2). A lower
limit on the volume of affected crust and litho-
sphere approximates a vertical cylinder defined
by Us and Dc. Impacts producing craters Dc =
100 km and Dc = 300 km will affect volumes of
crust and lithosphere of about 9·105 km3 and
2.2·106 km3, respectively. For craters with Dc =
300 km and 10%–50% mantle melting, volumes
of produced magma range from 0.22·106 km3

for basaltic magmas to 1.1·106 km3 for perido-
titic komatiite magma.
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It is relevant to compare the volumes of mod-
eled impact-rebound–produced basalt relative to
continental plateau basalts, oceanic large igneous
provinces, and Archean mafic-ultramafic vol-
canism. Estimated volumes of continental basalts
and their hypabyssal equivalents (Columbia
Plateau: ~106 km3; North Atlantic volcanic prov-
ince: ~7·106 km3; Deccan traps: ~8·106 km3)
(Coffin and Eldholm, 1994) and minimum vol-
umes of Archean greenstones (ca. 3.47 Ga War-
rawoona Group, Pilbara craton, Western Austra-
lia: >0.25·106 km3; ca. 2.7 Ga greenstones in the
Eastern Goldfields, Western Australia: >2·106

km3), and the largest large igneous provinces
(Ontong-Java Plateau: 3.6–5.5·107 km3; Ker-
guelen Plateau: 1.6–2.4·107 km3) are similar to,
or larger by an order of magnitude than, modeled
volumes of impact-produced basalts.

Large impact events on thin (<5 km), geo-
thermally active (>25 °C km–1) oceanic crust
overlying shallow asthenosphere (<40 km) may
result in localization and/or accentuation of
mantle convection cells and sea-floor spreading
centers. Green (1981) suggested that Archean
peridotitic komatiites formed by ~50% cata-
strophic melting upon lithospheric rebound, as-
cent of mantle diapirs, adiabatic melting, and in-
tersection of the hydrous and dry pyrolite solidi
at upper asthenospheric levels (Fig. 2). At pres-
sures of >60 kbar, smaller degrees of melting can
produce ultrabasic melts (C. G. Ballhaus, 1998,
personal commun.).

Under the high heat-flow levels prevailing in
Archean oceanic regimes, the basaltic crust
would not transform into eclogite, placing con-
straints on the density-driven subduction model
(Green, 1981). An alternative model involving
impact-triggered episodic two-stage mantle-
melting processes (Glikson, 1993, 1996) in-
cludes: (1) large-scale melting of rebounding
suboceanic asthenosphere; (2) gravitational col-
lapse of thick slabs of oceanic crust dominated by
high-density peridotite komatiite (>14% total
iron as FeO; ~3.4 g/cm3) into underlying olivine-
dominated lower density asthenosphere (~3.3
g/cm3); and (3) anatexis, production of dacitic
melts, and accretion of sialic nuclei.

POTENTIAL CORRELATIONS
BETWEEN MEGA-IMPACTS AND
CRUSTAL MAGMATIC AND TECTONIC
EPISODES

Criteria for identification of proposed im-
pact-triggered faults, rift structures, and distal
igneous activity (Alt et al., 1988; Oberbeck et
al., 1992; Jones, 1987, Hughs et al., 1977) re-
main undefined. The meager number of pre-
cisely dated impact events, contrasted with the
extensive body of isotopic ages of magmatic
events, results in a strongly skewed database
that does not allow a statistically meaningful
test of significant correlations. However, the ter-
restrial impact flux considered here, coupled

with the episodic nature of major magmatic
events (Moorbath, 1977; Condie, 1995; Glik-
son, 1993, 1996), may hint that these phenom-
ena are interrelated. Pending further documen-
tation of the terrestrial impact record (Table 2 in
Glikson, 1996), potential targets for further test-
ing include: (1) Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary
impacts (ca. 145 Ma—Morokweng, Gosses
Bluff, Mjolnir), breakup of the southern part of
Gondwana, and initiation of the Mesozoic pre-
cursor of the Syrian-African rift system; (2)
Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary impact(s) (65
Ma—Chicxulub) and the onset of Deccan vol-
canism (Alt et al., 1988), onset of Carlsberg
Ridge spreading, and onset of the Emperor-
Hawaii chain (64.7 Ma); (3) Late Triassic im-
pacts (ca. 214 Ma—Manicouagan, Saint Martin,
Puchezh-Katunki) and extensive rifting and
alkalic volcanic activity; (4) the Araguainha
impact, Brazil (ca. 244 Ma), a possible manifes-
tation of a larger impact cluster, and the Siberian
volcanic traps (248 ± 2.4 Ma); and (5) the basal
Fig Tree Group impact spherules (ca. 3.26 Ga),
east Transvaal, identified by iridium anomalies
and unique Ni-rich quench spinels, inferred to
be produced by a bolide ~40 km in diameter
(Byerly and Lowe, 1994), and major contempo-
raneous igneous and tectonic activity in the
Pilbara craton, Western Australia. Each of these
correlations is subject to uncertainties arising

from error margins of isotopic ages, e.g. the pos-
sible pre-Chicxulub age of the Deccan basalts
(Alt et al., 1988).

Compilations of Precambrian isotopic data
have been interpreted in terms of continuous
crustal accretion, distinct thermal and tectonic
episodes (Condie, 1995; Glikson, 1993, 1996),
or combined episodicity and accretion (Card,
1990). The global nature of these episodes is
suggested by correlations between peak periods
of thermal events in separate Precambrian
shields. However, the significance of age-distri-
bution histograms is fraught with uncertainties
arising from the likely selective preservation of
crustal segments and from sampling bias due to
economic and scientific priorities and terrain in-
accessibility. The tentative episodic nature of
mafic igneous activity suggested by age distribu-
tion diagrams may be interpreted in terms of
purely endogenic factors (Davies, 1995), effects
of mega-impacts (Glikson, 1993, 1996), or a
combination of both. The role of large impacts in
crustal evolution will be identified by their distal
signatures—spherulitic melt condensates (micro-
krystites), microtektites, platinum-group-ele-
ment anomalies, shocked quartz and zircon,
distal ejecta, earthquake-generated rip-up clasts,
and tsunami deposits. Pending these tests, as
pointed out by Carl Sagan: “Absence of evidence
is not evidence of absence.”
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Figure 2. Pressure ( P) vs. temperature ( T ) plot of oceanic geothermal regimes, metamorphic P-T
fields, hydrous and anhydrous solidi of mantle and crust materials, and percent melting curves
for anhydrous mantle (after Green, 1981). PS—superposed postshock heat effects (after Grieve,
1980). Boundaries show anhydrous pyrolite solidus, hydrous pyrolite solidus, amphibole break-
down curve, basalt melting curve, and hydrous basalt melting curve. Model geotherms:
Model I—oceanic geotherm (~25 °C/km); model II—continental geotherm (~12 °C/km). Arrows:
A—rebound P-T transport path of mantle excavated by 100-km-diameter crater with central uplift
of 10 km; B—rebound P-T transport path of mantle excavated by 300-km-diameter crater with
central uplift of 30 km; C—subsidence and partial melting P-T transport path of high-density
komatiite-dominated mafic crust collapsed into olivine-dominated residual mantle.
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